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Sunday & Tuesday catch-up

	

/Sunday, yet another day when the coast didn't look terribly inviting, with lots of low clouds/fog/"marine layer" creeping up to

Skyline. We decided to limit our time in the muck by doing a sort-of reverse of last week's ride, this time heading up to Skyline via

Page Mill, then south on Skyline to 9, down to Redwood Gulch, stop at Peet's in Los Altos for fuel (and to confirm that our former

location in that shopping center is STILL empty!), then home via Foothill/Sand Hill/Canada. 

It wasn't that long ago I would avoid Page Mill (or Redwood Gulch, for that matter) because the really steep pitches weren't fun

anymore. But the truth is, it really doesn't matter what route I take to get to the top of a hill... none of them are an easy cruise. But I

still make it, eventually. On Sunday's ride, I told Kevin to take off at the base of the hill, but be a nice guy and circle back for me

after finishing. Not really sure when I expected to see him, but it ended up being about a mile from the top. Not long ago, that would

have been demoralizing. Today, it's just the way it is. 

Today's ride (Tuesday), was just plain bad timing! Slight drizzle as we left, and cold again! Where does that come from? Once

again, upper 30s as we climbed Kings. On rain bikes, so had a bit of an excuse for being slow. Ran out of time to do much on top, so

just added the Swett/Upper Tunitas loop before heading back down, noticing how nicely it had dried up and wondering why more

people weren't out riding. Probably because most people are sensible and when the forecast says rain, they believe it, and stay home

and ride Zwift.
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